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Flag Fly’s Past Eagles
By Vito Roussell – Head Coach Flag - e-mail: info@lyfs.org
The Goffstown Screamin-Eagles flew into town only to be
swallowed up by the Wildcats of Londonderry.
Flag Blue
The blue team defense did not allow one first down all game. This
was due in large part to the youngest of the Palma clan. Tyler
made so many plays in the backfield that the opposing quarterback
asked his coach if he should just hand the ball to him. Tucker,
Jacob, Jason, Devan and Simon all worked their flag grabbing
magic to bring the Eagle offense to a grinding halt all day.
Offensively it was big play after big play. Ben, Jacob, Brody, Tyler and Camryn all pressed the
turbo button as they ran away from the defense for long scores.
Tiny-Mite Cheerleaders – ROCK THE HOUSE !! – courtesy Michelle Thomas

Flag White
The white team were just as
stingy on defense. Colton,
Andrew, Brenner, Odin, and
Blake made it hard on the Eagles
of Goffstown to get anything
going. The big play on defense
was Anthony making a highlight
flag grab to save what would
have been a long touchdown run.
The last play of the game came
with parents, cheerleaders and
the blue team looking on. Jayden was unsure if he would be able to play this week after breaking a finger a few
days ago. With everyone watching, the only thing Jayden was breaking were tackles as he ran down the field to
put an exclamation point on the game with a long touchdown run. Great games by both teams. Go Wildcats!!
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8U Soars Past Eagles
By David B. Hill - EndZone Correspondent e-mail: info@lyfs.org
Winning the toss and taking the opening kick-off Londonderry behind the running of #59 Regan Fitzgerald and #32
Jonah Feliciano would push the ball to the Eagles 4 yard line. From there on a reverse that fooled the defense
Fitzgerald would score the 4 yard TD run. Taking advantage of the over pursuit of the Goffstown defense #87 Sully
Daron would roll out to his right and hit a wide open #2
William Hazzard for the EP score and the Londonderry
early lead.
Not to be outdone the Cat defense forced a 4 and out with
#54 Austin Holmes making the critical stop to give the ball
back to the offense. From there Regan Fitzgerald would
score on a 58 yard TD run and just that quick Londonderry
lead 13 to 0 at the half.
Right - #54 Austin Holmes, #58 Dante Fabiano, #89 Jordan Ball
and #4 Connor Beaudet – swarm for the tackle

Goffstown momentarily made it close. Capitalizing on a
Wildcat turnover the Sceamin-Eagles would score on a 58
yard TD run, but the Cat offense answered back just as
quickly. Now in the pouring rain the Cats would push all
the way down field with #87 Sully
Daron going the last 5 yards
(Fitzgerald EP run) and the Cats
were up 20 to 6.
On the next series Londonderry’s defense and #58 Dante Fabiano would recover a
Goffstown fumble………and after a 30 minute lightning game delay Jonah Feliciano (left)
would score a 34 yard TD run and now at the half the Londonderry 26 to 6 lead.
nd

The defense would set the tone for the 2 half. On the Eagles opening series #22
Matthew Wolf would recover a fumble, quickly converted by Regan Fitzgerald for another
Cats score. Austin Holmes would lead all tacklers with 7 solo tackles, 3 for loss. Kamron
Weeks and Regan Fitzgerald would each record
5 solo tackles. #58 Dante Fabiano would have 2
tackles along with his fumble recovery.
Rounding out the defensive effort was #4 Connor
Beaudet, #23 Joshua Domond (3 solo tackles),
#37 Joshua Bartholomew, and #31 Antonio
Knight.
Right - #19 Kameron Weeks makes the tackle

The Wildcats would cruise to a 32 to 6 final
victory.
Photos Courtesy – Dave Daron
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Wildcats Today – Lancers Tomorrow !!
By Levi P. Morton - EndZone Correspondent - e-mail: info@lyfs.org
th

Friday night September 9 was Wildcat night at the LHS
Varsity game against Manchester Central. The Wildcat
cheerleaders (left - Wildcat & Lancer Cheerleaders) and
football players were introduced prior to the game and the
Cat cheerleaders participated on the sidelines with the
Lancer Cheer squad. Friday was also “White Out Night” in
memory of Dan Johnson. Our sponsor New Hampshire
Orthopedic Center donated 200 white “Wildcats Today –
Lancers Tomorrow t-shirts. What a scene it was with the
Wildcats and Lancers Friday night !!

Pictures courtesy of Tara Bless, Heather Knapp and Nathan
Ouellette
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9U Eagles Over Cats
By David B. Hill - EndZone Correspondent - e-mail: info@lyfs.org
Londonderry won the toss and deferred to the
nd
2 half. The Wildcat defense taking the field
held strong at the start of the game. Goffstown
taking the ball and in a nearly 6 minute series
they would push hard to move the ball down
field. Giving up stingy yards the Cats were
lead by #87 Kameron Titchen, #13 Camden
Arbogast, #17 James Adams, #70 Ethan
Wheeler, and #33 Colby Walden. The Eagles
would score on short TD run and #8 Sam
Ogden would stop the EP run with Goffstown
taking the early lead.
The Cat offense struggled on their opening
series and were forced out after 4 plays failing to make a first down against the aggressive Eagle defense.
Goffstown would quickly score and with the EP run stopped by Kameron Titchen would lead 12 to 0 at the half.
The Eagle defense took over where
nd
they started in the 2 half.
Causing 2 Londonderry turnovers
the Eagles took advantage and
despite some awesome tackles by
#52 Carson Palma, #42 Paul
Binder and #99 Cody Gray the
Goffstown Screamin-Eagles would
fly out of Londonderry with the 31
to 0 lop-sided victory.
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10U Tooooo Much for Goffstown
By Benjamin Barker Odell - EndZone Editor - e-mail: info@lyfs.org
Londonderry won the opening toss and deferred to
Goffstown….that was about the only thing that went well for the
Eagles 10U team. On the Eagles opening drive #10 Jake
Perron (right) would intercept an errant Eagle pass, and on the
next play for the Wildcat offense he would score on a 49 yard
TD run. Getting the ball back Goffstown would again turn over
the ball with #1 Cam Brutus covering up a fumble on the Cat 46
yard line. Two offensive plays later and #5 Dylan Dembkoski
would score on a pretty end-a-round play and the early
Londonderry 12- 0 lead.
Goffstown would make take the pursuing kick-off 55 yards to
move close 12 to 7. But the Cats would have none of that.
Londonderry’s Ethan Munro (#7) would take the
next KO 57 yards and the score, and at the end of
just one quarter Londonderry was up 18 to 7.
Left – There was NO holding back the D – here they get
ready to swarm over the Eagles
nd

To start the 2 quarter Londonderry would keep
up the defensive pressure. #75 Tyler Miles would
hold the middle having recorded 3 solo tackles all
for a loss !! To get around the Cats defensive line
the Eagles would take to flight, but #84 Jaydon
Navarro would take an intercepted pass back 51
yards for the “pick-6” score and with the #2
Quinton Delorey EP run the Cats would be up 25
to 7.
nd

Starting the 2 half Ethan Munro would again take the kick-off back for a 57yard score. Goffstown would be forced
out on the next series with #24 Charles Lantz and #32 Isaac Proctor making critical stops. From there #8 Michael
Palma would score the final Cat TD and the Londonderry lop-sided 37 to 7 victory.
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Elliott – We never know exactly where or when the
Wildcat Mascot – The Elliott Health System Wildcat –
or just Elliott for short – will show up. Here he is (or
is that she?) with 10U Wildcats. Below Elliott takes a
spin in the Wildcat mobile. Does she (or is that he ?)
have a license to drive?

The Wildcats only had a couple “selfies” submitted this week.
The winner – below – is a selfy with a photo-bomb. Here
Heather Knapp takes a selfy with the Wildcat 9U football team
and the coach “photo-bombs” the picture !!!
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NHYFS Standings…..note the 8U level is considered instructional. We note the scores here in the EndZone and on
our web (because we do keep track). When leagues report their scores to the state they games are noted as a 1-0
victory only and no official standings are kept for the 8U football level. For Flag – it’s all about the FUN and no
scores are tracked at all !!
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